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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement is true about the Associate Users and
Custodians feature in the Asset application?
A. An asset can have one or more custodians.
B. An asset must have at least one custodian.
C. An asset can have one or more primary contacts.
D. An asset has at least one user.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
There are already sales orders in the system. You increase the
price of your products and want to invoice the new price for
all unbilled sales orders. How can you achieve this? Please
choose the correct answer.
A. Set the pricing type in the copy control for the billing
documents
B. Use the billing due list for billing
C. Set the pricing type in the category in the billing
documents
D. Use an invoice list for billing
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A project manager notices an unusually high rate of risks, but
has limited resources to address them To what should the
project manager refer to determine risk priorities?
A. Risk mitigation strategy
B. Risk probability and Impact matrix
C. Risk management plan Risk
D. Risk breakdown structure (RBS)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following examples of Web site tone on the home
page would be most appropriate for the audience indicated?
A. A professional tone for tourists looking for a ski resort
B. A formal tone for a children's gaming site
C. A conversational tone for teens looking for music
D. A technical tone for online shoppers of furniture
Answer: C
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